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Homework 1
 There are 26 letters in the alphabet.
 The letters of the alphabet can be written as lower-case
letters or as capital letters.
Example:

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Write the capital letters.
a

b

__ __

n

o

__ __

c

d

e

__

__

__ __

__ __

__ __ __

p

q

r

t

v

w

x

__

__

__ __

__

__ __

f

s

g

h

u

__ __ __
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i

j

k

l

m

__ __

y

z
__
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Homework 2
The Hamster

It was Emma’s birthday.
Mummy took her to the pet-shop.
She got a hamster. It was brown and furry.
She got a cage too.
Emma and mummy took the hamster home in a cage.
Emma was very happy.
“His name is Sammy,” she told mummy.
Emma showed Sammy to all her friends.
They liked him.

Write the missing words.

birthday

friends

shop

1. It was Emma’s ________.
2. Mummy took her to the pet ________.
3. Emma got a pet ________.
4. Her ________ liked the hamster.
3

hamster
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Homework 3
 There are 5 vowels in the alphabet – a, e, i, o, u.
Examples:

cat

hen

pig

dog

cup

Copy these words and make new words by changing the medial
vowels.
bag b_g

bed b_d

hip

h_p

leg

l_g

dog d_g

lap

l_p

cat

c_t

net

n_t

mud m_d

pot

p_t

cup c_p

him h_m
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Homework 4
Kicking Leaves

Daddy was working hard in the garden.
There were lots of leaves to tidy up.
He made a big pile of old, brown leaves.
Then Jack and Sally ran into the garden.
They kicked all the leaves up into the air.
“Come her, you two!” said daddy crossly.
Jack and Sally had to help him to make a new pile of leaves.

Write the missing words.

working

leaves

garden

1. Dad was working ________ in the garden.
2. Jack and Sally ran into the ________.
3. They kicked all the old ________ up into the air.
4. “Come here, you two!” said daddy ________.
5

crossly
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Homework 5
 There are 5 vowels in the alphabet – a, e, i, o, u.
 When a vowel is in the middle of a short word, it is called a
medial vowel.
Examples:

cat

hen

pig

dog

cup

Copy these sentences and write in the medial vowels that are
missing in some of the words.
1. The c_t is on the b_d.
2. The f_sh is in the n_t.
3. The p_n is r_d.
4. The c_r and the v_n are on the road.
5. I will fasten the z_p on my coat.
6. I will go on the b_s to the sh_p.
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Homework 6
The Witch

Daddy opened the door of the press. A witch jumped out!
“BOO!” she yelled, and she ran after daddy.
“Help!” yelled daddy, as he ran out of the room.
The witch ran after daddy. Daddy ran down the stairs. The
witch ran down the stairs. Daddy jumped into mummy’s arms.”
“Save me!” he yelled.
The witch laughed and took off her mask. It was Emma
all the time.
“You are a silly sausage,” mummy told daddy and they all
laughed.

Write the missing words.

arms

door

witch

1. Daddy opened the ________ of the press.
2. A ________ jumped out.
3. Daddy ran down the ________.
4. Daddy jumped into mummy’s ________.
7

stairs
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Homework 7
 All the letters of the alphabet that are not vowels are
called consonants.There are 21 consonants in the alphabet –
b, c, d, f, g, h, j, k, l, m, n, p, q, r, s, t, v, w, x, y, z
Examples:

cat

hen

pig

dog

cup

Copy these words and make new words or silly words by
changing the final consonant.
bag ba_

big

bi_

cat

ca_

cot

co_

dig

di_

fan

fa_

hat

ha_

job

jo_

mad ma_

pot

po_

rub ru_

8

tap

ta_
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Homework 8
 A sentence always starts with a capital letter.
Examples:
A dog has four legs.
The tree has leaves.

Write these sentences and put in capital letters.
1. apples are good to eat.
2. cats like to drink milk.
3. daddy was working hard in the garden
4. the girl was sick for six days.
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Homework 9
Little Mo’s Birthday

Today is Mo’s birthday, but Mo is not happy!
She is getting a new tooth, and it hurts!
“Happy Birthday, Mo,” says daddy.
He gives her a new ball.
“Boo Hoo!” cries Mo.
“Happy Birthday, Mo,” says mummy.
She gives her a rattle.
“Boo Hoo!” cries Mo.
“Happy Birthday, little Mo,” says Ed.
He gives her a wooden spoon.
“Yum,” says Mo.
She bites on the spoon.
Her new tooth does not hurt now. Well done Ed!
Write the missing words.

spoon

rattle

tooth

1. Mummy gives Mo a ________.
2. Daddy gives Mo a ________.
3. Ed gives Mo a wooden ________.
4. Mo is getting a new ________.
5. Mo ________ on the spoon.
10

bites

ball
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Homework 10
 A sentence ends in a full stop.
Examples:
A dog has four legs.
The tree has leaves.

Write these sentences. Put in capital letters and full stops.
1. robins lay blue eggs
2. john is my best friend
3. monkeys like to eat bananas
4. it is a nice day
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Homework 11
Lost!

Use the pictures above and the words in the box below to help
you tell the story.

shop

mummy

sweets

lost

Paul

him

hand

hugs

Paul is in a big ________ with ________.
Paul sees the ________.
He goes over to look at the ________.
Then Paul looks for his ________.
Where is ________? Paul cannot see her.
He is ________!
“I am ________!” he yells.
A lady hears ________. She asks ________ what his name is.
She takes his ________.
The lady sees ________.
Mummy ________ Paul.
“Thank you,” says ________ to the lady.
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Homework 12
 A sentence always begins with a capital letter,
 A sentence ends in a full stop.
Examples:
A dog has four legs.
The tree has leaves.

Write these sentences. Put in capital letters and full stops.
1. bees fly from flower to flower
2. that girl always walks to school
3. the horse likes sugar lumps
4. the boys has a new computer
5. the dog chased the squirrel up the tree

13
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Homework 13
 Rhyme is when words have the same sound at the end.
Examples:
cat rhymes with mat

hen rhymes with pen

tin rhymes with pin

pot rhymes with ot

hut rhymes with cut
Can you find a rhyming word for each of these words?
cat

_____

win

_____

net

_____

fit

_____

pot

_____

but _____

sat

_____

leg

_____

bag _____

pin

_____

bit

_____

pet

_____

Finish these rhymes.

1. Sam jumped up and down on his bed.
Now he has fallen and hurt his ________.
2. “Put the paper in the bin,”
said Sally to her ________.

(face, leg, head)

(twin, friend, daddy)
3. “Oh no!” said mummy, “I see a rat.”
“Hang on,” said daddy. “I’ll get the ________.”
(man, fish, cat)
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Homework 14
 We always begin the names of people capital letters.
Examples:

Niamh

Carl

Eoin

Write each sentence correctly.
1. jenny and Rachel both have black hair
2. do you know where frank is hiding?
3. my best friends are steven and roy
4. shauna and jill are on holiday
5. harry and eric are great footballers

15

Tamara

James
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Homework 15
 When you ask someone a question, put a question mark at
the end of the sentence.
 A question mark looks like this

?

Examples:
Where is my ball?
What are you doing?
Write each sentence correctly. Begin each sentence with a
capital letter and put a question mark at the end of each
sentence.
1. did you hear the dog barking
2. what is your name
3. are you able to swim
4. will you go to school tomorrow
5. how many eggs are there in a dozen
6. is there a lion in your house

16
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Homework 16
The Hedgehog

The hedgehog had been eating all summer long.
Now she was big.
However, winter was coming and she felt cold.
She was ready for her long sleep.
The hedgehog made herself a bed of leaves.
She rolled herself into a ball and fell fast asleep.
During the long winter, the hedgehog stayed asleep.
At last, spring came. The sun shown on the hedgehog and she
woke up.
She was happy, she was also very hungry.

Copy these sentences and write the missing words.

summer
1.
2.
3.
4.

ball

woke

cold

The hedgehog had been eating all ___________.
Winter was coming and she felt ___________.
The hedgehog rolled herself into a ___________.
The sun shone on the hedgehog and she ___________ up.
17
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Homework 17
 Always use a capital I when are writing about yourself.
Example:
I can run very quickly.

Write each sentence correctly.
1. i am the best talker in the class.
2. i like to play football
3. Last Monday, i went to the zoo.
4. i am not afraid of insects.

Write the story correctly. Use the words in the box.
ice-cream

lemonade

shop

i went to the sh______.
i bought le______.
i bought ic_-______
then i went home
i put the lemonade and ice-cream in a g______

18
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Homework 18
 When we add two words together to make one new word, we
call this new word a compound word.
Examples:

arm + chair = armchair
Add the two small words to make longer words
lady + bird =

________________

butter + cup =

________________

out + side =

________________

gold + fish =

________________

up + stairs =

________________

foot + ball =

________________

Finish these sentences. Choose from the words above.
1. The ____________ has black spots.
2. A ____________ is a lovely yellow flower.
3. I went ____________ to my bedroom.
4. We played ____________ in the garden.

19
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Homework 19
The Injection

The doctor came to the school.
“He will give you an injection,” said the teacher.
“Will it hurt?” asked Amy.
“Just a little bit,” said the teacher.
Amy was not so sure.
“Is the needle very big?” asked Amy.
“No,” said the teacher. “The needle is
very small.”
Amy was not so sure.
Amy went to see the doctor. The
doctor showed her the needle. It was
small. Then the doctor gave Amy an
injection in her arm.
“That did not hurt!” said Amy.
“Of course not,” laughed the doctor.

Write the missing words.
big
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

hurt

doctor

injection

needle

The ________ came to the school.
“Is the needle very ________?” Amy asked the teacher.
The ________ was very small.
The doctor gave Amy an ________ in her arm.
“That did not ________!” said Amy after the injection.
20
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Homework 20
 The name of each day of the week begins with a capital
letter.
Examples:
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Thursday

 The name of each month of the year begins with a capital
letter.
Examples:
January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Write these sentences and write them correctly.
1. I went to the dentist last monday.
2. We have no school on saturday or sunday.
3. I was at a party last friday.
4. It often snows in january
5. Saint Patrick’s Day is in march.
6. The summer holidays are in july and august.
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Homework 21
Magic Carpet
Mary got a worn, old carpet from Santa. It was
a magic carpet. Mary stood on the carpet. “Go,”
she said.
Whoosh! Off it flew. It went very fast. Mary
held on tightly.
She flew out the door and into the garden.
“Come back,” shouted daddy.
“Not yet!” shouted Mary.
Mary flew to the top of the
house. She flew around the
chimney.
Then she came down and landed
on the top of the car.
Mary let everybody ride on the
magic carpet.
They all had a great Christmas.
Copy the questions and write the correct answers.
1.
2.
3.
4.

What did Mary get from Santa?
What could the carpet do?
Why did Mary hold on tightly?
Where did Mary fly to?

Finish the sentences
1.
2.
3.
4.

Mary got a worn, old _________ from Santa.
Mary held on _________.
She flew around the _________.
Mary landed on the top of the _________.
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Homework 22
 Sometimes we use the words him or her and he or she
instead of longer words when we are talking about boys or
girls. If a word is a boy word or a girl word, we call this its
gender.
Examples:
Boy words

father, brother, he, his

Girl words

mother, sister, she, her

boy

girl

his

her

man

woman

mummy

daddy

he

she

mother

father

brother

sister

uncle

aunt

grandmother

grandfather

Complete each sentence. Choose from the words above.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

My grandmother and ___________ live in a cottage.
Tom and Amy are brother and _______.
Daddy has lost _______ keys again.
Mummy likes _______ new car.
There is a ________ at the door.
The _______ was eating his dinner.
Last Sunday, we went to see my aunt and _______.
Jane is the tallest _______ in her class.
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Homework 23
Christmas Night

It was the middle of the night. Mummy was asleep. Daddy was
asleep. The cat was asleep. Tom was not asleep!
Tom heard a noise downstairs. He got out of bed and
sneaked downstairs. It was very dark. He peeped into the
sitting room. Santa Claus was in his sitting room!
“Come in,” whispered Santa.
Tom went in. Santa gave him a big parcel.
“Merry Christmas, Tom!” he said.
“Merry Christmas, Santa,” said Tom.
Then Santa flew up the chimney and
Tom took his parcel to bed.

Copy these sentences and write Yes or No beside them.
1. Tom was asleep.
2. .Santa gave Tom a big parcel.
3. Santa flew up the stairs.

_______
_______
_______

Copy these sentences and write the missing words.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

It was the middle of the _________.
The cat was _________
Tom heard a noise ______________
_________ ________ was in the sitting room.
Santa Claus flew up the _________
Tom took his _________ back to bed.
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Homework 24
Emma’s Birthday Party

Write the missing words. Use the words in the wordbox to
help you.

pizza

chips

presents

cake

hamster
fun

six
games

Tom
Kate

orange
cola

It was Emma’s birthday. She was ________ years old.
Her friends ________ and ________ came to her party.
They all liked Sammy, her new pet________.
They gave her lovely ________.
The played ________ and had lots of ________.
They ate ________ and ________ because that is Emma’s
favourite meal.
They drank lots of ________ and ________.
Then it was time fro the birthday ________.
It was a great party!
25
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Reading
Day / Date
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

Book

Pages

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
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